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Abstract

The analysis of the dialectic vocabulary common to Andalusia and the Canary Islands (Spain) reveals the regional concurrences of Atlantic Spanish. Previous studies have defined these concurrences generally but have not established quantitative connections between the Peninsular and American regional variations. This paper reviews these possible lexical connections using recently published synchronic regional dictionaries. A quantitative and qualitative approach is employed to analyse a collection of Canary-Andalusian words, with the objective of recognising the level of concurrence in the dialectic group. The results reveal three distinct representative networks: a) Canary-Andalusian and American, b) Canary-Andalusian and concurrences with the Western and Eastern Iberian Peninsula, and c) Canary-Andalusian and Northern peninsular and Castilian words. These results clearly demonstrate the process of basic interference and the behaviour of the diffusion of the dialectic lexicon.
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1. Introduction

The Atlantic Spanish vocabulary formed through a complex process of contact and levelling during the colonial period (Fontanella de Weinberg, 1987; Granda, 1994). The distinct peninsular cultural and linguistic subsystems found in these new territories were directly and indirectly disseminated through the Andalusian linguistic norms of Seville. At the same time, the Andalusian dialect was formed from minor Catalanian and Aragonese contributions to Eastern Andalusia during the Reconquista period and colonisation through contact with Murcia. Meanwhile, those speakers with Western vocabularies (Leonese, Galicians and Portuguese) found themselves preferentially located in Baetica (Western Andalusia), particularly in the provinces of Huelva and Seville (Frago Gracia, 1990: 157). The idea that the Spanish lexicon is a dialectic grouping has been present implicitly for decades in all of the research on Iberian Peninsular and American Spanish (Corominas, 1944; García de Diego, 1950; Buesa Oliver, 1990).

However, the previous research has not reviewed the contribution of each regional variation to this new Atlantic koine using the newly published regional dictionaries. Synchronic dialectal lexicons facilitate the recognition of the relationships among regional variations. In this research, dialectal vocabulary is defined as those linguistic signs exclusive from a given geographical area. In the Canary Islands there are also words that appear in many different lexicons available in South America and mainland Spain geolects. To this vocabulary, we incorporate general words that are considered semantic dialectalisms; as in the regional corpora we used for this research, we also include words that present changes in the signifier, product of a phonetic change (Alvar, 1990; Corrales Zumbado, 1996).

In studies of Atlantic Spanish, the existence of a lexicon composed of words that concur with other peninsular or American linguistic areas is evident (Catalán, 1958; Navarro Carrasco, 1988; Buesa Oliver, 1990; Grado García, 1994; Alvar, 1996; Rivarola, 2007; Narbona Jiménez, Cano Aguilar & Morillo-Velarde Pérez 2011; López Serena, 2013; Oesterreicher, 2002). Regional dictionaries were developed following the general criterion of reflecting the distinguishing aspects of each of the regions. The use of these corpora in this research will affect the obtained results and the geographical areas with which we establish a comparison. In the macrostructure of the dictionaries there are slang words or phonic-graphic variations from the colloquial register of a specific geographical area, which is not always justified in corpora that aimed at diatopic variation. At the same time, these regional corpora present geographic information that allows comparison across regions.

Our research sought to obtain quantitative data on the characteristics of the interregional vocabulary in peninsular and overseas Spanish. To this end, a quantitative and qualitative method based on contemporaneous dialectal dictionaries was employed to analyse the lexical concurrence between Canary and Western Andalusia as well as the lexical concurrence of these dialects with those spoken in other Hispanic areas.

2. Theoretical framework

The conclusions of studies on the Canary Island vocabulary and its possible concurrence with other territories can be summarised with respect to the following theoretical issues.

a) In the Atlantic literature, researchers consider Canary speech to be a variation in which a significant number of terms that coincide with other pan-Hispanic areas have endured (Alvar, 1996). The linguistic variety of the Canary Islands is a diatopic variation of southern Spanish and is situated in the Atlantic context. The Canary Islands consist of seven islands (Tenerife, La Palma, La Gomera, El Hierro, Gran Canary, Fuer-
teventura and Lanzarote) located close to Africa between 27 and 29 degrees north latitude and 13 and 18 degrees east longitude.

The historical, social, and cultural links between the Canary Islands and Andalusia originate in the long-standing relationship between their ports, which began at the end of the fifteenth century (Alvar, 1990; Frago Gracia, 1994; and, more recently, Medina López, 2013; Lüdtke, 2013; Cáceres Lorenzo, 2015). Canary’s social and linguistic origins include Western and Southern peninsular influences. Substantial socio-historic and cultural evidence supports the presence of Andalusians and other populations from the southern areas of the Iberian Peninsula in the Canary Islands, an island territory that conserves words from those areas (Alvar, 1996; Cáceres Lorenzo, 2012; Medina López, 2013). Andalusian and Canary vocabulary exhibit a common dialectal lexicon (Navarro Carrasco, 1988; Buesa Oliver, 1990; Frago Gracia, 2000) that spread to Atlantic American territories during the various phases of Spanish language settlement in these new areas. It has been affirmed that Canary is an intermediate variation between the standard and the dialect, whose polymorphism, synonymy, and lexical richness result from the numerous social and linguistic contacts produced through the history of the islands’ commercial ports (Morgenthaler García, 2008).

On the linguistic level, Canary’s geographic situation has promoted the richness of its vocabulary, in which there are distinct manners of communicating the same meaning. This lexical polymorphism means that the lexical contributions to Canary remain stable and constant, which is useful for analysing the Spanish spoken in the Canary Islands as well as other American variations (Lope Blanch, 1981). This phenomenon has traditionally been supported in historical and social testimonies but has not been previously studied using quantitative data (Lebsanft, Mihatsch & Polizin-Hauman, 2012: 11).

The region’s geographic insularity gives the Spanish spoken in the Canaries a communicative context distinct from that of continental regions, as is also the case for Caribbean islands (Alba, 1995; Rivarola, 2007; Morgenthaler García, 2008; Corrales Zumbado & Corbella Díaz, 2012). In the continental context, the Spanish dialects spoken in each region are in permanent contact with one another, with intermediate zones of lexical intersection in which it is complicated to discern which modality is spoken. Contact in these continental areas is continuous in space and time, and interferences among distinct varieties are constant (Elizaincín, 2007; Granda, 2003 in a general sense; and lately, Figueroa Arencibia, 2009 for Cuba; Claes, 2011 for the Caribbean; Bravo-García y Cáceres-Lorenzo, 2011, in the Canary communicative context).

b) Recognising the lexical characteristics of Andalusian (Almeria, Cadiz, Cordoba, Granada, Huelva, Jaen, Malaga and Seville) is a complex problem. Andalusia is a Reconquista region situated at the southern end of the Iberian Peninsula that experienced its own linguistic levelling before the discovery of America. It also influenced the levelling of Atlantic Spanish. To understand its dialectal variation in principle, it is necessary to account for the linguistic influences that it received from the north: influxes from the west via Extremadura, from the north via romance Castilian, and from Catalan-Aragonese through Murcia (Alvar, 1964: 9; Lüdtke, 1998: 513). The Canary linguistic variation inherits these characteristics in a situation similar to the arrival of the Spanish language in the Americas. Among the distinct Spanish regions, there is a common interregional continuum in distinct communicative spaces (Salvador, 1987; Alvar, 1990), for which no quantifiable data are available.

Both the Andalusian and Canary lexica experienced elemental processes of contact and interference compared with other dialectal varieties. This phenomenon is termed “lexical borrowing only” because only a small cultural component is transferred (Thompson & Kaufman, 1988: 70).
These issues result in the following research questions: How many lexical concurrences with other varieties can be confirmed in the Canary-Andalusian synchronic dialectal vocabulary? In analysing these common terms, which networks or groups can be identified with other Peninsular or American dialectal varieties?

3. Materials and methods

To answer these research questions, a quantitative and qualitative method was applied to a database created from the following lexicographic corpora: *Diccionario Diferencial del Español de Canarias* (Corrales Zumbado, Corbella Díaz & Álvarez Martínez, 1996) and *Diccionario ejemplificado de canarismos* (Corrales Zumbado & Corbella Díaz, 2009). The examples obtained have been corroborated with a number of regional dictionaries (Iribarren & Ollaquindia, 1984; Rohlf, 1985; Rincón Alonso, 1991; Sáiz Barrio, 1991; Neira Martínez & Piñeiro, 1998; Sevilla Pérez, 1990; Montero Curiel, 1997; Le Men Loyer, 1998; Alvar Ezquerra, 2000; Hernández Alonso, 2001; Asociación de Academias de la Lengua Española, 2010). Our research design included two phases:

a) Compilation of a Canary-Andalusian lexical corpus from the synchronic dialectal dictionaries.

b) Search for concurrences between Canary-Andalusian and other peninsular or American regions. These geographic zones have been divided into eight territorial areas: Aragon and the eastern coast, Murcia, Castile (Castile-La Mancha, Madrid and the former Old Castile), the Northern peninsula (Navarre, Rioja, Basque country, Santander, and Asturias), and the Western peninsula (Galicia, Leon, Zamora, Salamanca, and Extremadura) and three American areas: the Caribbean, Mesoamerica and South America. The choosing of eight areas is influenced by the information given in the regional dictionaries we have selected for this research.

A presence-absence table has been elaborated to relate the words analysed with the different regions. As an example, Table 1 shows the first ten terms of this longer table. To better understand the results, it was determined to treat Andalusia as a separate region, although all of the words have the same value (one) because only words present in the Andalusian vocabulary are included in the table.

### Table 1

Part of the presence-absence table used to obtain the similarity index of the lexical groups analysed (1 = Andalusia; 2 = Aragon and the eastern coast; 3 = Murcia; 4 = Castile; 5 = Northern peninsula; 6 = Western peninsula; 7 = Caribbean; 8 = Mesoamerica; 9 = South America)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dialectal phrase from Canary Island speech</th>
<th>Lexical and semantic concurrences by region</th>
<th>Peninsula</th>
<th>America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 Andalusia</td>
<td>2 Aragon/eastern coast</td>
<td>3 Murcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¡Ángela Marta! [Angel Mary!]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¡Carrito!</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¡Pot! [Stinky!]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abanador [Fan used to stoke a fire]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aberrutar [Predict the future]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the data in this table, it is possible to calculate the similarity index among the different groups of concurrences. Jaccard’s similarity index \( I_J \) is used to facilitate the measurement of similarity, dissimilarity, or distances that exist between two samples (Gries, 2009; Ueda, 2013). Jaccard’s index calculates the proportion of common types among two samples compared with the total number of types. Possible values for the Jaccard coefficient are defined as \([0,1]\). The formula is as follows:

\[
I_J = \frac{c}{a+b+c}
\]

where:
- \( a \): is the number of terms registered in the region or territory \( A \) that are not in \( B \).
- \( b \): is the number of terms found in region \( B \) but not \( A \).
- \( c \): is the number of terms found in both regions or territories.

For example, to calculate the similarity index between the lexicon considered differentially concurrent with Andalusia and the Caribbean and with the Murcian enclaves and the Caribbean, the following calculations were performed:

\[
a = \text{number of differential phrases shared with Andalusia and the Caribbean but not recorded in Murcia} = 194
\]

\[
b = \text{number of differential phrases shared with Andalusia and the Murcian region but not recorded in the Caribbean} = 91
\]

\[
c = \text{number of differential phrases shared with Andalusia, the Caribbean, and Murcia} = 33
\]

\[
I_J = \frac{33}{(194+91+33)} = 0.104
\]

With this similarity index, an ascending hierarchical classification was conducted to order the territories studied into classes and enable us to sort each group’s lexical concurrence according to similarity. This classification was performed in Excel using the Addinsoft XLSTAT 2013 application.

4. Results and discussion

At total of 998 Canary terms shared with Andalusia were obtained from the dialectal dictionaries. Included in this corpus are 572 phrases that also concur with other Spanish-speaking regions (Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Canary-Andalusian regional words that concur with the other regions studied (2 = Aragon and the eastern coast; 3 = Murcia; 4 = Castile; 5 = Northern peninsula; 6 = Western peninsula; 7 = Caribbean; 8 = Mesoamerica; 9 = South America). Number 1 is Andalusia, which does not appear in this table because its concurrence is 100% (572)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>2 Aragon and eastern coast</th>
<th>3 Murcia</th>
<th>4 Castile</th>
<th>5 Northern peninsula</th>
<th>6 Western peninsula</th>
<th>7 C</th>
<th>8 M</th>
<th>9 S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of concurrences</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>319</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The group with the highest number of concurrences consists of the Canary Islands, Andalusia, and South America, with 319 words. South America’s great expanse could be a factor in this outcome. However, the smallest American area (the Caribbean) also has a large number of concurrences. The historical and social relationships of the West Indies explain this concomitance (Navarro Carrasco, 1988; Frago Gracia, 1994; Corrales Zumbado & Corbella Díaz, 2013).

Among the peninsular areas, the Western peninsula has the largest number of concurrences with the Canary Islands and Andalusia. Andalusia’s geographic and historic proximity to this region facilitated this important linkage. But this relationship is evident with the Western region of Andalusia, and not always with the Eastern (Ariza Viguer, 1995; Alvar, 1996; Cáceres Lorenzo, 2015). The borrowing of Portuguese words into the Spanish language has occurred frequently (Salvador, 1967). The centuries of shared history between Portugal and the Spanish border areas is evidenced through multiple historical, social, cultural, and economic relationships (Pérez Vidal, 1991; Corbella Díaz y Medina López, 1996). It is not an anomaly to discover that certain examples registered in the Canary Islands and Andalusia represent a vocabulary shared with peninsular territories perhaps before the fifteenth century (Medina López, 2013).

Leonese, Extremadurans and Andalusians actively collaborated in Canary-American businesses and for years had extensive contact with one another, as is evidenced in overseas Spanish.

In certain regions, the level of lexical concurrence is high (Table 3). Nearly 63% of this lexicon is found in the vocabulary of the Canary Islands, Andalusia, and at least two other regions analysed in this study.

Words with substantial regional extension are rare. In an analysis of words common to more than seven regions (Table 4), certain general characteristics of the Atlantic lexicon can be observed: archaisms, lexical westernisms, lexical or semantic neologisms, maritime terms, and indigenous American (nagua) words.

There is a considerable difference between the number of terms that concur in five regions (23%) and those that concur in six regions (8.7%). This difference is because of the previously noted number of words registered in the Americas, which includes three of the regions examined by this study. The high number of words in this region produces a quantitative change because there are many concurrent words used in the Canary Islands, Andalusia, and the Americas.

Table 5 shows the proximity matrix elaborated by calculating the Jaccard similarity index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of concurring regions (including the Canary Islands and Andalusia)</th>
<th>Number of terms</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>37.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>24.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>23.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>8.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 4
Canary-Andalusian words used in more than seven of the regions analysed in this study (1 = Andalusia [A]; 2 = Aragon and the Eastern coast [Ar]; 3 = Murcia [Mu]; 4 = Castile [Cast]; 5 = Northern peninsula [N]; 6 = Western peninsula [O]; 7 = Caribbean [C]; 8 = Mesoamerica [M]; 9 = South America [S]). The search for origins (DRAE; Buesa Oliver & Enguita Utrilla 1992; DEC; DA): (Arch.) = archaism; (Afric.) = African; (Ind.) = Indigenous American word; (W) = lexical westernism.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canary words in more than seven regions</th>
<th>Peninsular</th>
<th>America</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 (A)</td>
<td>2 (Ar)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Azafate</strong> ‘bandeja’ [tray] (Arch. from Arabic)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alcoraya</strong> ‘escapar’ [hook] (Arch. from Arabic)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Contino, na (de)</strong> ‘de continuo’ [constant] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desagerar</strong> ‘exagerar’ [exaggerate]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chiminea</strong> ‘chimenea’ [fireplace]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Desinquieto</strong> ‘inquieto’ [restless] (W)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dimpués</strong> ‘después’ [after]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dir</strong> ‘ir o marchar’ [to go or to march] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ende</strong> ‘desde’ [from] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jaca</strong> ‘gallo inglés de pelea’ [English fighting cock]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nagua</strong> ‘saya interior de tela blanca’ [white petticoat] (Ind.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Presa</strong> ‘prisa’ [rush] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Almuerzo</strong> ‘Primera comida del día’ [first meal of the day] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ansias</strong> ‘náuseas’ [nausea] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Entodavía</strong> ‘todavía’ [still]</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mercar</strong> ‘comprar’ [to buy] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Urnia</strong> ‘hucha’ [piggybank] (Arch.)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5
Proximity matrix (Jaccard index) (1 = Andalusia; 2 = Aragon and the Eastern coast; 3 = Murcia; 4 = Castile; 5 = Northern peninsula; 6 = Western peninsula; 7 = Caribbean; 8 = Mesoamerica; 9 = South America).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Andalusia</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Aragon and the Eastern coast</strong></td>
<td>0.226</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>0.157</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Murcia</strong></td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>0.782</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The largest similarities occur in the American repertoires and between these repertoires and the Canary lexicon that concurs with Andalusia. The least spread words are those shared between the Canary Islands, Andalusia, Castile, and the Northern peninsula. These last two regions never reach a 0.2 similarity index. Based on this proximity matrix, a tree diagram is obtained, in which it is possible to assess the classes into which the different regions analysed are grouped (Figure 1).

The data obtained by the ascending hierarchical classification establishes the following connections or networks, presented from the greatest to least number of concurrences:

1) Canary Islands, Andalusia and the American regions: 9, 7, and 8 (in order of concurrence, from greatest to least). The high number of concurrences with the South American region is surprising. The concomitants indicated by Corrales Zumbado & Corbella Díaz

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>0.084</th>
<th>0.157</th>
<th>0.154</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>0.116</th>
<th>0.146</th>
<th>0.058</th>
<th>0.063</th>
<th>0.061</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.355</td>
<td>0.216</td>
<td>0.220</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.397</td>
<td>0.116</td>
<td>0.104</td>
<td>0.058</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.150</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.444</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.332</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.558</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.454</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FIGURE 1
Tree diagram obtained from the similarity matrix (1 = Canary Islands-Andalusia; 2 = Aragon and the eastern coast; 3 = Murcia; 4 = Castile; 5 = Northern peninsula; 6 = Western peninsula; 7 = Caribbean; 8 = Mesoamerica; 9 = South America)
(2012) and Medina López (2013) are strengthened by quantitative data for the entire Canary lexicon, and this study confirms the Canary-Andalusian differential lexicon.

2) Canary Islands, Andalusia, and the eastern and Western peninsular regions: 2, 3, and 6. This vocabulary integrates Western and Eastern lexicons. In this group, the largest diffusers were Extremadura and Murcia. The group of terms that relate the Canary Islands, Andalusia, and the peripheral Spanish peninsular zones is smaller. These zones include Aragon (noted by Llorente Maldonado, 1985 and 2000, in the case of Andalusian), the Eastern coast, Murcia (indicated by Corbella Díaz, 1996), and the Western peninsula (Medina López, 2010; Cáceres Lorenzo, 2015). This group of concurrent words exhibits the oldest relationship, which was possibly established prior to the European colonisation of the Canaries, when the peninsular territory there was a common vocabulary for various languages. A specific vocabulary existed in recently conquered territories in which Western words —similar to Galician-Portuguese— and Eastern words —related to the languages of the kingdom of Aragon (e.g., clime, golismear, nano, fechar, tercia)— shared a common communicative space (Frago Gracia, 1990 and 1994).

3) Canary Islands, Andalusia, and the regions of Castile and the Northern peninsula: 4 and 5. This is a minority network, barely reaching fifty words, which would be expected when analysing a southern dialectal variety.

These results confirm that the lexical concurrences between the Canary Islands and Andalusia are more related to American than peninsular lexical repertoires. Equally interesting is a second observation regarding the presence of a second group of regions in the same class: Murcia, Aragon, the eastern coast, and the Western peninsula. These regions are geographic opposites but share much vocabulary with Andalusia and the Canaries. Information obtained from the regional dictionaries regarding the Canary-Andalusian lexicon’s concurrence with Castile and the Northern peninsula demonstrates that these zones constitute distinct classes.

5. Conclusions

The empirical establishment of the connections between interregional lexicons in Atlantic Spanish means accepting the level of concurrence between pre-Hispanic dialectal variations. In this list of regional lexicon, there are many words that are slang with their corresponding phonic-graphic variation, eg ‘desagerar exagera’ [exaggerate]; ‘chimenea’ chimney [fireplace] or ‘desinquieto inquieto’ [restless]. This result is a consequence of the criteria of regional corpora that consider that any change in the signifier should appear. In the future, we believe it is possible to set up regional corpora in which these words will not appear. At the same time, the eight regions with which we compare the regional vocabulary can be changed in other researches that use other corpora or apply other criteria for gathering information.

In our results we may say that in the peninsular region, the level of concurrence should first be understood from north to south because the common Canary-Andalusian vocabulary has less in common with Northern Spanish. Furthermore, coexistence and proximity between border provinces condition the use of a common vocabulary in the peninsular territory. The data indicate that the possible linguistic levelling does not weaken the lexical richness of Atlantic Spanish. Rather, the idea is reinforced that the pre-Hispanic vocabulary formed an interconnected dialectal mosaic.

American Spanish includes a significant representation of peninsular dialectal lexicon, which suggests the unique personality of the Atlantic vocabulary. The peninsular dialectal particularity (e.g., Andalusian, Aragonese, Leonese) of Atlantic Spanish becomes the general lexicon.
Concurrence among distinct regional varieties is a result of the peninsular territory’s linguistic contact.

The Canary-Andalusian synchronic dialectal lexicon confirms that the levelling process of Atlantic Spanish does not create a new, extremely different modality with enough sufficiently unique traits to constitute a language or a new dialect. What has been produced is a substitution mechanism of extensive lexical borrowing. This tendency has played a prominent role in the linguistic conformation of Atlantic Spanish. These data can be further complemented with other research that furthers more about the investigation of the lexicon of Western Andalusia, because the Andalusian is not a homogeneous linguistic variety.
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